ACC Meeting Minutes
Date: Tuesday Sept 25 2018
Place: 419 Bryan

Meeting opened at 11am

In Attendance
- David Remington(CAS, Chair)
- Aprille Black(BRY)
- Frances Clerk(HHS)
- Deborah Lekan(NUR)
- Amy Brown(TLC)
- Amy Vetter(EDU)
- Denise Cowardin (ITS)
- Daniel Rice(VPA)

Discussions
- Corrections to the minutes for August 28
- Deborah clarified issues with the software that was not working in the nursing study. Concluded unfortunately that these are difficult issues not easily solvable.
- Dave attended Fac Senate Committee Chairs’ breakfast.
  - Anthony Chow explained that Fac Senate is in the middle of an overhaul of their site. Until they are further along we cannot have link to ACC site re-added to the main Faculty Senate Committees site.
- We still do not know who the faculty Senate representative is.
- Faculty senate is updating is rosters and there is a bit of catch up that need to be done this may take a bit of time.
- The neverending story of our updating of the charge came up. Aprille had sent this to the Faculty Senate a few years ago. But it was not approved by the faculty senate in the correct way. As a result our old charge is still officially our charge.
  - Aprille/Dave will look into this.
  - On the ACC website there is an old document from 2014 with our old and “new” charge. Frances will make sure this document is uploaded to the media library of WP so that it is available to all.
- Denise Cowardin will be our ITS liaison.
  - She presented a Classroom Technology Survey results - a survey that was sent out last year and had about 320 responses. The survey asked about classroom space but Denise presented info about Polling software.
  - Denise will demo 3 different solutions: Kahoot/Canvas Polling and Google Forums on October 22 from 11-noon in Faculty Center.
Several ACC member including Aprille, Deborah, and Dave will attend this demo, so that ACC is in a position to make a recommendation.

- She has also offered to present to the ACC

- Discussion about iclickers
  - These are available in bookstores for about $50. They are not supported by ITS at this time but may be in the future. (though they are not click wrap approved at this time.
  - Some people feel that they are too expensive and we should pursue free or cheaper solutions.
  - There are issues with iphone and cloud solutions as well as pockets of campus don't have great connectivity.

- Asked to check with Faculty about issues.
- Aprille discussed issue with Turnitin and Feedback Studio. And how to clarify for faculty as notice published by ITS is not so clear.
- Dave suggested we consider looking at the UNCG website and how hard it is to find things; that it is more marketing than an actual tool for finding things.
- Denise suggested she could have someone from ITS come to talk about Data Storage.